
Problems Involving Money
When working on these problems, translate the problem into mathematical language in the same way as is
shown in "Problems Involving Money - Guide". You can use that table format if you like. Do this even for
the problems that look ridiculously easy.

Next, solve the problem by gradually substituting into your equations to get rid of placeholder phrases. You
don't need to do this in the table format I used, justifying each step; I just did that to make it clearer. Just
solve in the same way that we did in class.

Do your work on a separate sheet of paper.

1. I paid $4 for 8 chocolates. What is the price of one chocolate?

2. A store buys oranges for $.20 and sells them for $.99. It buys apples for $.10 and sells them for $.59.
What is its profit if it sells 26 oranges and 40 apples?

3. A store buys 50 pounds of bananas, and sells them for $.80 per pound. If it made a profit of $30, what
was the cost per pound that it paid for the bananas?

4. Green jello is twice as expensive as orange jello. I bought $40 worth of green jello and $30 of orange
jello, a total of 20 boxes. What are the prices of each type of jello?

5. A office supplier pays $10 for a swivel chair. In order to sell them all within a week, it sells them
cheaper when it has a lot of them that it has to sell: starting from a base price of $90, it reduces the
price by $1 for every chair it started out the week with. How many swivel chairs shoud the office
supplier stock to make a profit of at least $1500?

6. Challenge problem: A store buys videocassettes for $.50 each. Some it sells for $2, labeled "Regular
Quality". Others it marks with a gold label that says "Gold quality" and sells at a higher price. The
store expects to sell a total of 200 videocassettes. Market research indicates that the fraction of
"regular" sales is given by dividing the difference in price between the "gold" and "regular" by the
price of the "regular." (So, if the store charges $2.50 for the "gold", then (2.5 - 2) / 2 = 25% of
customers (50 customers) will buy the "regular" label. That means that 75% (150 customers) will buy
the "gold" label. The total income for the store is (2)(50) + (2.5)(150) = 475. The cost is always $100,
so the profit is $375.) How much should the store charge for the "gold quality" in order to make a
profit of at least $380?

Answers: 1) A chocolate bar costs $.50. 2) The store's profit is $40.14 3) Bananas cost the store $.20 per
pound. 4) Green jello costs $5 per box. Orange jello costs $2.50 per box. 5) The store should stock between
30 and 50 swivel chairs. 6) The store should charge between $2.55 and $3.45.


